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How Is the 

TV Program?
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Let’s guess
together!



romantic
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Let’s guess
together!



animation
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Let’s guess
together!



horror
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Let’s guess
together!



fantasy
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Let’s guess
together!



action



What do you like to do in 

your free time? 

I like watching TV.



จุดประสงค์การเรียนรู้

1. ออกเสียงค าศัพท์เกี่ยวกับรายการโทรทัศน์ที่นักเรียนสนใจได้ 

2. พูดสนทนาเกี่ยวกับความรู้สึกที่มีต่อรายการโทรทศัน์ประเภทต่าง ๆ ได้



Word Station
Types of TV Programs



sports news

Def. The reports of recent sport events.



drama

Def. It’s a play for the theatre, television, or radio.



game show

Def. It’s a television program in which people 

play games or answer questions to win prizes.



Def. An informal talk or stories about other people’s 

private lives, which may be unkind or not true.

gossip



mystery

Def. A story, a film, or a play in which crimes and 

strange events are only explained at the end.



talk show

Def. A television program in which famous 

people are asked questions and talk in an 

informal way about their work and opinions 

on various topics.



cartoon 

Def. A TV show made by photographing a series 

of gradually changing drawings or models, so 

that they look as if they are moving.



news

The reports of recent events that appear 

in newspapers or on television, or the internet.



documentary

Def. A television program giving facts about 

something.



TV commercials

Def. an advertisement on television



Word Station

Adjectives for Feeling



bored (adj.) 

Def. feeling tired and impatient because you have lost interest in 

somebody/something or because you have nothing to do



excited (adj.) 

Def. feeling or showing happiness and 

enthusiasm



relaxed (adj.) 

Def. calm and not anxious or worried



frightened (adj.) 

Def. afraid; feeling fear  



annoyed (adj.) 

Def. slightly angry



interested (adj.) 

Def. giving your attention to something 

because you enjoy finding out about it or 

doing it



amused (adj.) 

Def. thinking that somebody/something is 

funny, so that you smile or laugh



satisfied (adj.) 

Def. pleased because you have achieved 

something or because something that you 

wanted to happen has happened



Worksheet 1

Feeling Faces

Instructions : Draw the 

expressions on each of 

the faces to match the 

feelings.



Feeling Faces

bored



excited

Feeling Faces



relaxed

Feeling Faces



frightened

Feeling Faces



annoyed

Feeling Faces



interested

Feeling Faces



amused

Feeling Faces



satisfied

Feeling Faces



What kind of TV programs do you like?

I like comedy .

Why do you like comedy?

I like comedy because I feel amused. 

Let’s talk!



Do you like to watch ………………..? 

No.

Why?

I’m……………………..  . 

horror movies

Let’s talk!

scared of ghosts



Let’s ask 

your friends!

Do you like to watch ………………..? 

Yes.

Why?

I’m……………………..  . 

sports news

interested in the sport



1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

Let’s talk!



Do you like to watch 

horror movies?

1



Do you like to watch 

science fiction movies?

2



Do you like to watch 

TV commercials?

3



Would you like to be 

a news reporter ?

4



5

How do you feel when you 

watch comedy?



Describe your favorite cartoon!

6



How do you feel when you 

watch comedy?

7



Do you like to watch talk shows?

8



Which is better, news from          

the newspaper or TV?

9



Ask Teacher any question!

10



- Types of TV Programs

- Adjectives for Feeling

Let’s wrap it up!



Let’s wrap it up!

What kind of TV programs do you like?

I like comedy .

Why do you like comedy?

I like comedy because I feel amused. 
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